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ABSTRACT

Multi-state models are useful for modelling progression of a disease, where states

represent the health status of a subject under study. In practice, patients may be ob-

served when necessity strikes thus implying that the disease and observation processes

are not independent. Often, clinical visits are postponed or advanced by the clinician

or patient themselves based on the health status of the patient. In such situations,

there is a potential for the frequency and timing of the examinations to be dependent

on the latent transition times, and the observation process may be informative. We

consider the case where the exact times of transitions between health states of the

patient are not observed and so the disease process is interval censored. We model

the disease and observation processes jointly to ensure valid inference. The transition

intensities are modelled assuming proportional hazards and we link the two processes

via random effects. Using a Bayesian framework we apply our joint model to the

analysis of a large study examining cancer trajectories of palliative care patients.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Disease progression studies typically monitor the disease state of a patient over time

and in many situations the exact times of state transitions are unobserved; the only

information provided is the disease state of a patient at the examination (or observa-

tion) times. Frequently, the examination times are assumed to have been pre-specified

or chosen independently of the disease process and hence uninformative about the dis-

ease process transition rates. In reality, examination times may depend on how the

disease is progressing. Gruger, Kay, and Schumacher [7] show that estimated transi-

tion rates under patient self-selection examination schemes can be biased. Sutradhar

et. al. [15] formulated a Markov 4-state model for describing longitudinal data on

performance status of patients diagnosed with cancer and estimated the multistate

model parameters based on the natural intermittent observation scheme. There, they

also discuss the potential for misleading results and dangers in interpretation that

arise if the true observation scheme is ignored.

This dependence of the examination process and the progression of a disease is

similar to incomplete data in longitudinal analysis. Data may be MAR (missing at

random) if the missing status depends on the observed past responses, or MNAR
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(missing not at random) if missing status depends on the latent disease status [1]. In

the latter case, the missing process may be informative about the disease process.

The development of a disease can be viewed as a stochastic process with a finite

number of states. The process can be specified by either transition probabilities

or transition intensities. Given data from such a process, it is of interest to make

inference about the probability that a patient will be in a particular disease state s at

time t, regardless of whether an examination was performed at this time or past times.

To this end, we develop a joint model that incorporates informative observations

times for the analysis of a multi-state process under panel observation. We model

the disease and observation processes jointly linking the two models with correlated

random effects. The transition intensities are modelled assuming proportional hazards

functions, conditional on random effects. Using a Bayesian framework we apply our

joint model to the analysis of a large study examining cancer trajectories of palliative

care patients.
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Chapter 2

Data

The Palliative Performance Scale (PPS) [25–28] is used as a tool for evaluating and

communicating the functional status for palliative patients and is used to assist in

prognostication. A PPS, from 100% (fully functional) to 0% (death) in decrements

of 10%, is assigned to patients based on several factors: ambulation, activity and

evidence of disease, self-care, intake, and level of consciousness. We monitor the

dying processes for patients in a cohort in terms of PPS levels over time. The data

set consists of patients’ age, gender, date and location of PPS recording, primary

diagnosis, and death date, collected over a 12 year period (March 1993 to February

2005) for palliative care patients enrolled with the Victoria Hospice Society (VHS)

palliative care program.

The outcome variable for this study is survival time, which is defined as the

difference in days between the date/time on which the patient’s initial PPS was

recorded until death. If the patient was discharged alive, then the status of that

censored patient and their survival time was calculated to the last known discharge

or assessment date. The unfiltered dataset consists of 62,085 rows, 78 of which have

missing gender, 654 rows are missing location, 24 rows are missing age group, and
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27 rows do not have a disease type. There are 2,088 rows of records for home care

patients and 252 patients have less than two observations. There are 272 patients

with sojourn times greater than 30 days. We selected lung and female-breast cancer

patients as these were the two largest disease groups in the data set. Rows of data

with missing subject specific information were filtered out. The home care location

patients were not included in analysis as they had unusually long sojourn times.

The remaining locations of patients are Acute/Tertiary Palliative Care Unit and

Extended/Residential Care, where the maximum PPS recorded was 60%. Lastly,

those patients with only one observation time were deleted as transition rates cannot

be modelled for them.

We are interested in modelling the progression of a disease through states 1 (PPS

score of 60%) to 7 (PPS score of 0% i.e. death), in 10% decrements. It is assumed here

that the dying process is progressive and hence, we track the cumulative minimum

PPS. To simplify calculations in the Markov model, PPS score drops of 10 were

observed. This simplification assumes the disease progresses through states uniformly,

thus, will have the effect of shortening the time spent in lower states and lengthening

the time spent in higher states.

The dataset in Table 2.1 has a total of 856 patients — 589 lung and 267 female-

breast — with a total of 14,378 observations of disease status after all filters have been

applied. In the models presented here, let Xi, (i = 1, · · · , n) be the subject specific

covariates of interest. For subject i and observation time tij, j = 1, · · · ,Mi, the PPS

score PPS(tij) = PPSij is recorded over Mi discrete time points and progresses in

decrements of 10%. For the ith subject let Y (tij) = Yij be the minimum PPS score

observed up to time tij, then the observed time a subject spends in a particular state,

or sojourn time, can be defined as Sij = tij − ti,j−1. The maximum sojourn time

observed was about 29 days, and the maximum cumulative sojourn time is about
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172 days. The overall goal was to relate hazards governing transitions to Xi. Each

patient in the data set was observed at unequal time intervals and it is of interest to

see how the frequency of visits are associated with the previous observed minimum

PPS score.

Table 2.1: Data collected over a 12 year period (March 1993 to February 2005) for 856
palliative care patients enrolled with the Victoria Hospice Society (VHS) palliative
care program.

VHS ID Gender Age Group Location Disease min PPS Sojourn Times (days)

1 M 75-84 PCU Lung 30 0.00
1 M 75-84 PCU Lung 30 0.36
1 M 75-84 PCU Lung 20 1.64
1 M 75-84 PCU Lung 10 0.36
1 M 75-84 PCU Lung 0 0.79

2 F 65-74 PCU Lung 40 0.00
2 F 65-74 PCU Lung 40 1.12
2 F 65-74 PCU Lung 30 0.92
2 F 65-74 PCU Lung 30 0.39
2 F 65-74 PCU Lung 30 1.64
...

...
...

...
...

...
...
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Chapter 3

Preliminary Investigation

3.1 Models

To examine the time between doctor visits we consider the following gap time model:

log(Sij) = Xijα + b1i + εij, i = 1, · · · , n, j = 1, · · · ,Mi, where Sij are the sojourn

times, α’s are the coefficients, b1i’s are subject specific random effects and εij is

the model error for subject i at observation time point j. In the models presented,

PPS20i,j−1, for example, is the indicator for a PPS score of 20 for patient i at time

ti,j−1. Four models were considered both with and without random effects. A simple

generalized regression model with just the PPS scores as coefficients was fit:

log(Sij) = α1 + α2PPS20i,j−1 + α3PPS30i,j−1 + α4PPS40i,j−1

+α5PPS50i,j−1 + εij (3.1)

log(Sij) = α1 + α2PPS20i,j−1 + α3PPS30i,j−1 + α4PPS40i,j−1

+α5PPS50i,j−1 + b1i + εij (3.2)
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where i is the subject, i = 1, ..., n, and j is the observation time, j = 2, ...,Mi.

Equation (3.1) is the model without random effects and Equation (3.2) is the model

with random effects, b1i.

Also considered was a model which simply included drops in PPS score:

log(Sij) = α1 + α2PPSdropi,j + εij (3.3)

log(Sij) = α1 + α2PPSdropi,j + b1i + εij (3.4)

where PPSdropi,j is an indicator of the subject moving from their current state into

the next one, i.e. an indicator of a drop in PPS score by 10%, from time ti,j−1 to ti,j.

Equation (3.3) is the model without random effects and Equation (3.4) is the model

with random effects.

The model without random effects in (3.5) was formed as an extension of the

model in (3.1) by adding an indicator for male gender. Similarly, the model with

random effects in (3.6) was an extension of the model in (3.5):

log(Sij) = α1 + α2PPS20i,j−1 + α3PPS30i,j−1 + α4PPS40i,j−1

+α5PPS50i,j−1 + α6MALEi + εij (3.5)

log(Sij) = α1 + α2PPS20i,j−1 + α3PPS30i,j−1 + α4PPS40i,j−1

+α5PPS50i,j−1 + α6MALEi + b1i + εij (3.6)

Lastly, we considered two more models, shown in (3.7) and (3.8), which contain
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PPS scores as well as an indicator of male gender, age, and location covariates:

log(Sij) = α1 + α2PPS20i,j−1 + α3PPS30i,j−1 + α4PPS40i,j−1 + α5PPS50i,j−1

+α6GENDERi + α7AGE45i + α8LOCi + εij (3.7)

log(Sij) = α1 + α2PPS20i,j−1 + α3PPS30i,j−1 + α4PPS40i,j−1 + α5PPS50i,j−1

+α6GENDERi + α7AGE45i + α8LOCi + b1i + εij (3.8)

where AGE45i is an indicator of subject i who is less than 45 years of age, with greater

than or equal to 45 years as a baseline. The location covariate, LOCi, is the indicator

for “Extended/Residential Care” where “Acute/Tertiary Palliative Care Unit” is the

baseline.

All models were fit in R using the nlme package for fitting and comparing Gaus-

sian linear and nonlinear mixed-effects models using maximum likelihood [16]. The

resulting estimates of the lm() and lme() function for models without and with ran-

dom effects, respectively, were compared to estimates from WinBUGS software [16].

The exploration of these models was done as part of our preliminary analysis, in order

to find a proper gap time model to include into our joint model. In our preliminary

analysis of significance of age, gender and location coefficients, none were deemed

significant. It is still, however, interesting to investigate their estimates in the above

models.

The estimates of parameters from R and Winbugs, not shown here, were almost

identical for the simple model of just the PPS scores for models in (3.1) and (3.2), and

indicate that the higher the PPS score the longer the sojourn time. The two models

of PPS score drops in (3.3) and (3.4) suggested that the sojourn time decreases much
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more if a patient’s PPS drops by 10%.

Models in (3.5) and (3.6) indicated the same pattern of increasing sojourn times

for patients with higher PPS scores as did models in (3.1) and (3.2) without the

gender covariate. The coefficient for the gender covariate was nearly zero, indicating

that gender is not significant in this model. Again, the results from R and WinBUGS

were almost identical. Results of models in (3.7) and (3.8) show that the pattern

of longer sojourn times for higher PPS scores persists for all patients. Both R and

WinBUGS produced nearly identical estimates for all patients and all coefficients.

The coefficients are near zero for covariates of age, gender and location, and thus are

not significant.

Comparing the AIC/DIC for all the above models shows that models with random

effects have a lower AIC/DIC and thus are a better fit. In addition, the standard

deviation of the random effects is not small enough to render random effects unnec-

essary. After examining the above 8 models we decided to model the gap times using

the model in (3.2), as none of the covariates besides PPS scores were significant, the

PPS drops model did not take into account all the states, and lastly because the

random effects were deemed necessary.

3.2 Methods

WinBUGS uses a current point Metropolis Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) al-

gorithm for sampling from probability distributions of our parameters of interest in

order to construct a Markov chain that has the desired distribution as its stationary

distribution [29]. This algorithm is based on a symmetric normal proposal distribu-

tion, whose standard deviation is tuned over the first 4000 iterations in order to get

an acceptance rate of between 20% and 40%. All summary statistics for the model
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ignore information from this adapting phase. The state of the Markov chain after a

large number of iterations is used as a sample of the desired distribution. To ensure

convergence to the desired distribution we examined the behaviour of 3 chains with

different initializations and ran 20 000 iterations with 10 000 iterations of burn-in

because the quality of the sample improves with increasing iterations.

To assess convergence of the Markov chains of our parameters of interest we used

trace, history, autocorrelation, and Brooks-Gelman-Rubin (BGR) statistic plots [29].

The trace plots display the value of a variable against the last 1000 iteration numbers

and the history plots show a complete trace for the variable. Examining the trace and

history plots, of three chains simultaneously, allows one to see if all the chains mix well

and converge to the same value for the variable. The autocorrelation plots, displayed

up to lag 50, are an indicator of the necessity of thinning. Thinning involves keeping

track of summary statistics for every kth iteration, where k is chosen such that the

autocorrelation for higher lags decays for hierarchical parameters. Since estimates

of parameters at each iteration are not completely independent, the autocorrelation

plots must be monitored, especially for hierarchical parameters such as the standard

deviation of the model error, and thinning can be performed to ensure independence

of sequential estimates. The BGR statistic is calculated by WinBUGS by generating

multiple chains starting at over-dispersed initial values. Then, convergence is assessed

by comparing the within and between chain variability over the second half of the

generated chains. This second half of iterations, T , is used to calculate the empirical

central 80% credible interval for each of the M = 3 chains and then the average width

W of these intervals across all chains is displayed in blue on the plots. In addition,

WinBUGS provides the width B, displayed in green on the plots, of the empirical

central 80% credible interval based on all MT samples pooled together. Lastly, the

ratio R = B/W of pooled to average interval widths is displayed in red on the plots.
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This ratio should be greater than 1 if the starting values are suitably overdispersed

and should approach 1 if converging to the stationary distribution. Also, both the

pooled and within interval widths should converge to stability.

In WinBUGS, three chains for all eight models were run with initializations for

all the coefficients set to 0, 1, or -1, respectively and similarly for the random effects.

The standard deviation of the error and random effects were set to 1, 0.2, and 1000

for each chain, respectively. For all models 20 000 updates were run with a burn in

of 10 000. For models with random effects, thinning was done via the “Update Tool”

to reduce the storage (memory) requirements of processing long runs. Every third

sample was stored as the MCMC simulations ran, hence, only the results from every

third iteration of each chain contribute to the statistics calculated.

3.3 Results

Figures 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, display the history, trace, autocorrelation, and BGR

statistic plots, respectively, for assessing convergence of three Markov chains of our

parameters of interest. Note that only plots for selected parameters of Model (3.8)

are displayed, as they are representative of convergence of the rest of the parameters

of this model and the parameters in all proposed models.

The history plots in Figure 3.1 show that parameters converge quite quickly to

their stationary distribution for all chains. The trace plots in Figure 3.2 show that

all three chains mix well and converge to the same value of the parameter. The

autocorrelation plots in Figure 3.3 show a drop in autocorrelation after lag 1 for most

parameters and for others it trails off quickly. Figure 3.4 shows that the ratio R of

pooled to average interval widths has converged to 1 and that width of the interval of

the pooled runs B and the average width of the intervals within the individual runs
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W have converged to stability.

3.4 Discussion

WinBUGS has provided estimates of parameters from sequences that have converged

to their equillibrium distribution. We compared the results of all the models fit

in WinBUGS to those obtained via lm() and lme() functions (for models without

and with random effects, respectively) in R using the nlme package for fitting and

comparing Gaussian linear and nonlinear mixed-effects models using maximum likeli-

hood [16]. Estimates of all parameters, not shown here, were nearly identical between

WinBUGS and R software. Analysis of significance in R showed that age, gender and

location coefficients were not significant. Model (3.2) was chosen as the gap time

model to be incorporated into our joint model because the AIC/DIC was lower for

models with random effects, the standard deviation of the random effects was not

small enough to render random effects unnecessary, and because none of the covari-

ates besides PPS scores were deemed significant.
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Figure 3.1: These history plots display the value of the estimates on the y-axis of
the intercept alpha[1] = α1, the coefficient of the age less than 45 category indicator
alpha[7] = α7, the random effects for patient 2 bT [2] = b12, the standard deviation
of the model error sig.T = σε, and the standard deviation of the random effects
sig.bT = σb1. Chains one through three, 1 : 3, are displayed in red, blue, and green,
respectively.
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Figure 3.2: The trace plots for the indicator of the PPS score of 40% alpha[4] = α4,
random effects for patients 87, bT [87] = b187, as well as the standard deviation of
random effects sig.bT = σb1 and the standard deviation of the model error sig.T = σε,
where the y-axis displays the values of estimates of these parameters. Chains one
through three, 1 : 3, are displayed in red, blue, and green, respectively.
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Figure 3.3: Autocorrelation plots for the coefficient of the indicator of age less than
45 group alpha[7] = α7, random effect for patient 4 bT [4] = b14, and the standard
deviations of the random effects and the model error, sig.bT = σb1 and sig.T = σε,
respectively, are displayed, where the y-axis displays the values of estimates of these
parameters. Chains one through three, 1 : 3, are displayed in red, blue, and green,
respectively.
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Figure 3.4: Brooks-Gelman-Rubin (BGR) plots for the coefficient of the indicator of a
PPS score of 40% alpha[4] = α4, random effect of patient 9 bT [9] = b19, the standard
deviation of the model error sig.T = σε, and the standard deviation of the random
effects sig.bT = σbT1, are displayed, where the y-axis displays the values of estimates
of these parameters. Chains one through three, 1 : 3, are displayed in red, blue, and
green, respectively.
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Chapter 4

Gap Time, Markov, and Joint

Models

4.1 Gap Time Models

To examine the time between PPS recordings we consider the following gap time

model: log(Sij) = Xijα + b1i + εij; i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ...,Mi. Letting p − 1 be the

number of covariates, then, including an intercept, α = (α1, ..., αp)
′ is a vector of re-

gression coefficients. The subject specific random effects are b1 = (b11, b12, · · · , b1n)′,

where b1i|σ2
b1

iid∼N(0, σ2
b1). The regression coefficients α, are assumed to be time inde-

pendent and the error term is assumed to be normally distributed, εij|σ2
ε
iid∼ N(0, σ2

ε).

We used the following gap time model:

log(Sij) = α1 + α2PPS20i,j−1 + α3PPS30i,j−1 + α4PPS40i,j−1

+α5PPS50i,j−1 + α6PPS60i,j−1 + α7Lungi + b1i + εij
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where PPS#i,j−1 is the indicator for PPSi,j−1 = # at time ti,j−1 and Lungi is the

indicator for lung cancer for subject i.

The likelihood function for the gap time model is:

LS = L(S|θ) =
n∏
i=1

Mi∏
j=2

P (Sij|θ)

where P (·|·) denotes the density of the Gaussian distribution, S denotes the sojourn

times, and the parameters are defined as θ = (α,b1, σ2
b1, σ

2
ε ).

The posterior can be derived as the following, up to a normalizing constant:

P (θ|S) ∝ LSP (α)P (b1|σ2
b1)P (σ2

b1)P (σ2
ε )

The priors involved are:

α1, · · · , αp
iid∼ N(0, 106)

b1i|σ2
b1

iid∼ N(0, σ2
b1)

σ2
ε
iid∼ Inv −Gamma(0.01, 100)

σ2
b1

iid∼ Inv −Gamma(0.001, 1000)

where Inv − Gamma is parameterized so that the mean of σ2
ε is 1 with variance of

100 and the mean of σ2
b1 is 1 with variance of 1000.

Initially, a gap time model without random effects was fit in R using the nlme

package for fitting and comparing Gaussian linear and nonlinear mixed-effects models

using maximum likelihood [16]. In OpenBUGS [4], three chains were run simultane-

ously for comparison with the following initializations: α’s and the random effects

b1i, i = 1, ..., n, were set to 0,1, and -1, whereas the standard deviation of the model

σε, and the standard deviation of the random effects σb1 were both set to 1, 0.2, and

1000 for the three chains, respectively. In specifying distributions, OpenBUGS uses

precision that is equal to the inverse of the variance. The chains were run for 20 000
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iterations with a burn-in of 10 000 iterations. Thus, estimates are based on the last

10 000 iterations.

4.2 Markov Models

The ability to predict the changes in functional decline of patients based on their

observed PPS score and particular disease is important to healthcare practitioners

for catering to the patients’ specific needs and administering proper treatment. In

this section a Markov model is developed which models the dependence of patients’

transition intensities on several prognostic variables. A patient’s PPS transitions

can be modelled using a multi-state model. Moreover, the process involves interval

censoring since we do not know exact transition times. A multi-state process can be

described by either transition probabilities or by its transition intensities, also called

transition rates, which are limits of the transition probabilities. Rate out of a state

is positive and the rate of remaining in a state in negative, so that rates for a given

state sum to one. Kolmogorov equations are differential equations linking transition

probabilities and intensities. An explicit form for a transition probability in terms of

transition intensity can only be obtained in certain situations, for example, a time-

homogeneous progressive Markov model [1]. Thus, we assume a simplified model

where patients move progressively through states 1 to 7 (1 corresponding to a PPS

score of 60% and state 7 corresponding to a PPS score of 0% ie. death).

State1

(PPS60%)

λ1−→
State2

(PPS50%)

λ2−→
State3

(PPS40%)

λ3−→
State4

(PPS30%)

λ4−→
State5

(PPS20%)

λ5−→
State6

(PPS10%)

λ6−→
State7

(PPS0%)

For the Markov model only, PPS score drops of more than 10% were interpolated

so that patients were deemed to experience drops of PPS score of at most 10% as

in [15]. Patients now can only make a transition from their current state to the next
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adjacent one, or remain in the same state. Another assumption we make is that the

Markov process is homogeneous, that is, the transition intensities (λ’s) are consistent

over time. Therefore, we have a progressive model with the state space 1, ..., 7 where

7 is the absorbing state and the following transition intensity matrix,

Q =


λ11 λ12 λ13 · · · λ16 λ17
λ21 λ22 λ23 · · · λ26 λ27
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
λ61 λ62 λ63 · · · λ66 λ67
λ71 λ72 λ73 · · · λ76 λ77

 =


−λ1 λ1 0 · · · 0 0

0 −λ2 λ2 · · · 0 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
0 0 0 · · · −λ6 λ6
0 0 0 · · · 0 0



where λkl is the rate of transitioning to the current state l, l = 1, .., 7, given that a

patient was previously in state k, k ≤ l. The Q matrix on the right results from the

absorbing property of state 7 and the fact that transitions only to the next adjacent

states are assumed. Thus, λkl can be written as λk, representing transitions out of

state k, k = 1, ..., l − 1. The transition probabilities can be derived from transition

intensities via the following equation: P (t) = exp(Q · t) [1]. A Cox proportional haz-

ards model is then used to model the effect of patients’ covariates on the multi−state

transitions. Thus, for a given subject i and state k the model is of the following form:

λik(Xi) = λ0k · exp(X ′iβk + b2i), k = 1, ..., 6; i = 1, ..., n.

Here, λik(Xi) is the transition intensity out of state k into state k + 1 for subject i,

whereas, λ0k is the baseline transition intensity out of state k into state k+ 1, βk is a

vector of 6 regression coefficients associated with the vector of covariates Xi (which

is an indicator of Lung cancer in our model) for subject i and does not include the

intercept, and b2i is the subject specific random effect. Random effects were included

in the model in order to account for the heterogeneity that may be present due to

individuals’ characteristics or the effect of covariates that have not been accounted.

The subject specific random effects are assumed to follow a normal distribution with
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zero mean and variance σ2
b2, which measures heterogeneity of transition rates between

subjects. Note that one could also consider other generalized proportional hazards

models with parameterizations other than the exponential one used here [1].

Solving the forward Kolmogorov equation to obtain the transition probabilities

can be very difficult and time consuming if there is a large number of states. In

our case, since we assume a progressive state structure, an explicit analytical form

for transition probabilities in terms of transition intensities is available [1]. The

transition probability for subject i from state k to state l within a particular time

interval Sij = tij − ti,j−1 can be defined as:

Pkl(Sij) =


∑l

g=k F (k, g, l;λi)exp(−λig · Sij), k ≤ l

0, k>l

where l = 1, · · · , 7; λi7 = 0, and

F (k, g, l;λi) =

∏l−1
h=k λih∏l

h=k,h6=g(λih − λig)
; F (g, g, g;λi) = 1.

In the above equation of transition probabilities, the function F represents the pat-

tern in the solutions to the Kolmogorov forward differential equations that can be

observed due to the progressive assumption. F (g, g, g;λi) = 1 is part of the solu-

tion of the Kolmogorov equations when the subject remains in their state during Sij.

Since F (g, g, g;λi) = 1, the probability of a subject i staying in state g during Sij is

Pgg(Sij) = exp(λgg · Sij). Thus, the probability distribution of waiting time until the

first transition out of a state is exponential with rate −λgg, which implies that the

continuous time Markov process is memoryless.

To obtain the likelihood we can assume a starting state k, then, the observed

number of transitions from the starting state can be modelled using the multinomial

distribution as follows [12]:
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(Ok1(Sij), · · · , Ok7(Sij)) ∼Multinomial(Pk1(Sij), · · · , Pk7(Sij);Nk(Sij))

7∑
l=1

Okl(Sij) = Nk(Sij), 0 ≤ Pkl(Sij) ≤ 1,
7∑
l=1

Pkl(Sij) = 1

where Nk(Sij) is the number of subjects starting in state k and Okl(Sij) is the observed

number of subjects who moved from state k to l in the time interval Sij. The likelihood

function for the data is:

LY =
n∏
i=1

Mi∏
j=1

7∏
k=1

Nk(Sij)!∏7
l=1Okl(Sij)!

7∏
l=1

Pkl(Sij)
Okl(Sij)

The posterior distribution can be derived as proportional to the following product of

the likelihood of the Markov model LY and the prior distributions of the parameters

denoted by P (·):

P (βk,b2, σ
2
b2|Y) ∝ LY

[
6∏

k=1

P (βk)P (λ0k)

][
n∏
i=1

P (b2i|σ2
b2)

]
P (σ2

b2)

where k is the index for the state exited and i is the subject index. The priors involved

are:

λ01, · · · , λ06
iid∼ Gamma(0.001, 0.001)

β1, · · · , β6
iid∼ N(0, 1000)

b2i|σ2
b2

iid∼ N(0, σ2
b2)

σ2
b2

iid∼ Inv −Gamma(0.1, 10)

Initially, a Markov model without random effects was run in R using the msm pack-

age which contains functions for fitting general continuous-time Markov and hidden

Markov multi-state models to longitudinal data. It supports a variety of observation

schemes including processes observed at arbitrary times (panel data), continuously-

observed processes, and censored states [17]. The msm package uses eigensystem
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decomposition, or, if there are repeated eigenvalues, the method of Padé approxi-

mants to calculate the transition probabilities [24]. In OpenBUGS, two chains were

run separately for comparison and to ensure convergence. The initial values of the

chains were generated using the ‘gen inits’ option in the model specification tool

which attempts to generate initial values by sampling either from the prior or from

an approximation to the prior. The initial values generated for the baseline hazards

λ0’s for the first chain had a large negative exponent which was removed, thus making

sure the initial values were not too small to prevent convergence. The chains were

run for 20 000 iterations with a burn-in of 10 000 iterations; thus, estimates are based

on the last 10 000 iterations.

4.3 Joint Models

Often it is assumed that the times when a patient is examined are pre-specified or

that they are chosen independently of the response of the patient. In practice this is

often not the case. For example, patients may come in for an extra check-up because

of their own concerns. Therefore, the life-history process and the follow-up process

are not independent. In fact, one process may contain information about the other,

and hence, the two processes must be joined to ensure valid inferences. In this section

a joint model for the PPS data is developed.

We have already seen the likelihoods of the gap times process and the Markov

process. The joint model assumes a correlation structure among the random effects

of the gap time model and those of the Markov model. These random effects are

assumed to be bivariate normal with covariance matrix ΣB, where B is a vector of

random effects, b1i and b2i, from the gap time and Markov parts of the joint model,

respectively. The following is the posterior of the joint model:
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P (α, λ0k, βk,B,ΣB, σ
2
ε |S,Y) ∝

LSLYP (α)

[
6∏

k=1

P (βk)P (λ0k)

][
n∏
i=1

P (Bi|ΣB)

]
P (ΣB)P (σ2

ε )

The priors involved are:

α1, · · · , αp
iid∼ N(0, 106)

λ01, · · · , λ06
iid∼ Gamma(0.001, 0.001)

β1, · · · , β6
iid∼ N(0, 1000)

σ2
ε
iid∼ Inv −Gamma(0.01, 100)

B|ΣB
iid∼ BV N(0,ΣB),

ΣB ∼ Inv −Wishart(2, I)

The joint model was run in OpenBUGS with two chains separately for comparison

and to ensure convergence. Since the joint model requires the initialization of the

same parameters as in both the gap time and Markov models, the initial values of

the chains were taken from the first and second chains of the gap time and Markov

models. The estimates are based on 10 000 iterations as the chains were run for 20

000 iterations with a burn-in of 10 000 iterations.
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Chapter 5

Analysis

5.1 Deviance Information Criterion (DIC)

Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) is widely used for Bayesian model compari-

son [19]. Deviance is defined as D(S,Y|θ)= −2log(LSLY), where θ is the param-

eter vector of interest, which will vary from one model to another. Let the pos-

terior mean deviance be defined as Davg(S,Y|θ)= 1
L

∑L
l=LD(S,Y|θl), where L is

the number of MCMC simulations. The deviance at θ̂ depends only on S and Y,

and is defined as Dθ̂(S,Y)=D(S,Y|θ̂), where θ̂ is the mean of the posterior simula-

tions of the parameters of interest. The effective number of parameters is defined as

pD = Davg(S,Y|θ)−Dθ̂(S,Y), or equivalently, pD = D̄− D̂ [18]. D̄ and D̂ are mea-

sures of how well the model fits the data. D̄ is the posterior mean of the deviance, i.e.,

the average of the log likelihood values calculated from the parameters in each sample

from the posterior. D̂ is the log likelihood evaluated at the posterior mean, i.e., the

log likelihood calcuated when all of the parameters are set to their posterior mean.

pD is the decrease in deviance (or expected improvement in fit) from estimating the

parameters in the model, so it is a measure of model complexity. DIC = pD + D̄
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is a criteria, like the AIC, that balances fit and complexity where smaller DICs are

preferred [18]. AIC = −2 · loglikelihood + 2p, where p is the number of parameters

in the fitted model and 2 is the penalty per parameter to be used.

Half the variance of the deviance, pV = V ar(D(S,Y|θ)|y)/2, is another measure of

complexity [4] which is estimated from the MCMC iteration output from OpenBUGS.

The advantage of using pV over pD is that pV is robust and invariant to reparameteri-

zation, as well as easier to calculate. In addition, the bugs function in R2OpenBUGS

library in R computes pV instead of pD [20]. For our models, to calculate D̂ in R one

needs to specify the likelihood of both gap time and Markov models in R. OpenBUGS

was not able to keep track of all the transition probabilities that are necessary for

the specification of the Markov model likelihood. We were able to track the deviance

in OpenBUGS and thus based our model comparisons in Sections 6.1 through 6.3 on

the DIC using pV instead of pD.

5.2 Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity of prior specifications was tested for gap time, Markov, and joint models.

For the gap time model the gamma priors of the precision of the model and the

random effects were both varied from having a mean of 1 and prior variance of 100,

1000, and 10 000. The 9 resulting models from the prior combinations were run

having the normal prior mean of 0 and variance of the α coefficients varied from 106

to 1010. All 18 models showed identical estimates, up to two decimal places, implying

that the gap time model is not sensitive to prior specifications.

For the Markov model the gamma priors of the baseline hazard λ0 and the precision

of the random effects were both varied from having a mean of 1 and variance of 100,

1000, and 10 000. The 9 resulting models from the prior combinations were run
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having the normal prior mean of 0 and prior variance of the coefficients, β’s, varied

from 100, 1000, and 10 000. The resulting estimates of parameters from the 27 models

revealed that our Markov model is not sensitive to prior specifications. The model

with variances of all priors equal to 1000 was chosen for analysis because according

to the results these priors are vague enough and the priors having a variance of 100

produced results that were marginally different than those from having variances of

1000 and 10 000. Marginally refers to differences in the second decimal place which

are not significant differences especially given the order of the standard deviations of

the estimates.

For the joint model the normal prior of the α coefficients was fixed with a mean

of 0 and variance of 106, as this was deemed vague enough from the gap time model

sensitivity analysis. Next the inverse Wishart prior of the covariance matrix was

fixed with 2 degrees of freedom and the identity variance matrix, and the normal

prior for the β’s was fixed to having a mean of 0 and variance of 1000. A proper

inverse Wishart distribution has degrees of freedom equal to at least the dimension

of the variance-covariance matrix of the random effects. Increasing the degrees of

freedom concentrates the distribution around the distributions expectation, which is

a strongly informative prior that is not appropriate to use here [23]. The priors of λ0

and of the precision of the model were then both varied from having a mean of 1 and

variance of 1000, and 10 000. This resulted in 4 models that showed almost identical

results. The above prior specification was repeated, having only changed the variance

of the β’s prior to 10 000. Again, there were no major changes in the estimates of

the parameters. Eight more models were run, having the same prior specifications

as the previosly mentioned 8 models, however, this time the inverse Wishart prior of

the covariance matrix was fixed with 2 degrees of freedom and the variance matrix

V , with v11 = v22 = 1 and v12 = v21 = 2. Results reveal that the joint model is also
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not sensitive to prior specification.

Since all of our models were not sensitive to prior specifications, we chose priors

with a variance of 1000 for the model error, the random effects, the baseline hazard

rate and the β coefficients, in order to be consistent with the Markov model’s preferred

choice of prior specification. The normal prior for the α’s was fixed with a mean of

0 and variance of 106, and the covariance matrix of random effects was given an

Inv-Wishart prior with 2 degrees of freedom and the identity variance matrix.
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Chapter 6

Results

6.1 Gap Time Model

We have used the following gap time model:

log(Sij) = α1 + α2PPS20i,j−1 + α3PPS30i,j−1 + α4PPS40i,j−1

+α5PPS50i,j−1 + b1i + εij

where i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ...,Mi.

R and OpenBUGS software were used to compare estimates of all parameters.

Table 6.1 shows the estimates of the coefficients of the PPS scores from R and Open-

BUGS. One can see a general pattern of increasing α’s for higher PPS scores. The

exceptions are PPS scores of 40% and 60%. The discrepancy for PPS scores of 40%

is very mild and may be due to artifacts in the data itself, whereas for the PPS score

of 60%, the discrepancy is most likely due to a small group sample size, hence, the

standard errors and deviations are higher for the PPS score of 60%. OpenBUGS

and R both reported the same standard deviations for all seven coefficents and the
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estimates for the model and random effect errors are nearly identical.

Table 6.1: Parameter estimates and their standard errors (S.E.) for a gap time model
with random effects was fit in R and parameter posterior mean estimates and their
standard deviations (S.D.) for a gap time model with random effects was run in
OpenBUGS.

R OpenBUGS
Estimate (S.E.) Posterior Mean (S.D.)

α1 (Int) -0.53 (0.02) -0.53 (0.02)
α2 (PPS20) 0.21 (0.02) 0.21 (0.02)
α3 (PPS30) 0.38 (0.02) 0.38 (0.02)
α4 (PPS40) 0.36 (0.02) 0.36 (0.02)
α5 (PPS50) 0.44 (0.03) 0.44 (0.03)
α6 (PPS60) 0.35 (0.06) 0.36 (0.06)
α7 (Lung) -0.07 (0.02) -0.07 (0.02)

σε 0.58 0.58 (≤ 0.01)
σb1 0.24 0.24 (0.01)

−2·log(LS) 24844.42 (AIC: 24862.41) 23320.00 (DIC: 24854.86)

A gap time model without random effects was also run for comparison. The same

initializations were used as for the gap time model with random effects, and it was

run for 20 000 iterations with a burn-in of 10 000 iterations.

Table 6.2 shows the estimates of the coefficients of the PPS scores from R and

OpenBUGS for the gap times model without random effects. One can see in general

that the higher the PPS score the longer the sojourn time, with the exception of

the PPS score of 40%. Again, the discrepancy for PPS scores of 40% is very mild

and may be due to the artifacts of the data itself. Parameter estimates for both

models are essentially the same. OpenBUGS and R both reported the same standard

deviations for all the seven coefficents and the estimates for the model error and

random effect errors are identical. This similarity between the Bayesian model and

the likelihood analyses suggests that the priors in the Bayesian model carry little

information, relative to the likelihood. The standard deviation of the Bayesian model

error for the model without random effects is slightly larger than that of the model
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Table 6.2: Parameter estimates and their standard errors (S.E.) and standard devi-
ations (S.D.) for a gap time model without random effects fit in R and OpenBUGS.
Estimates of the standard deviations of the model error are displayed, as are the
deviance, AIC and DIC values.

R OpenBUGS
Estimate (S.E.) Posterior Mean (S.D.)

α1 (Int) -0.45 (0.02) -0.45 (0.02)
α2 (PPS20) 0.19 (0.02) 0.19 (0.02)
α3 (PPS30) 0.33 (0.02) 0.33 (0.02)
α4 (PPS40) 0.30 (0.02) 0.30 (0.02)
α5 (PPS50) 0.36 (0.03) 0.36 (0.03)
α6 (PPS60) 0.39 (0.05) 0.39 (0.05)
α7 (Lung) -0.07 (0.01) -0.07 (0.01)

σε 0.62 0.62 (≤ 0.01)
−2·log(LS) 25941.72 (AIC: 25957.73) 25950.00 (DIC: 25957.98)

with random effects, σε = 0.62 with a standard deviation of < 0.01 vs σε = 0.58 with

a standard deviation of 0.01. The smaller standard deviation of the model error is due

to the fact that some of the variability in the model is now represented by the random

effects. The DIC and AIC for the model with random effects is lower (24854.86 vs

25957.98 in OpenBUGS and 24862.41 vs 25957.73 in R) indicating a preference for a

model with random effects.

6.1.1 Assessing Convergence of Gap Time Model

Model convergence was assessed by investigating the history and traceplots of all vari-

ables of interest. Here plots for selected variables of interest are displayed and these

are representative of all the other variables. In OpenBUGS, three chains were run

with initializations for all the coefficients set to 0, 1,or -1, respectively and similarly

for the random effects. The standard deviation of the model error and random effects

were set to 1, 0.2, and 1000 respectively for each chain. Figure 6.1 shows history plots

of the following parameters: α1, bT11, σbT11 , and σε, and all parameters converged

quite quickly as the values of the three chains have settled in a narrow range indicat-
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ing the value of the parameter estimate, having started at different initial values. The

trace plots of α1, bT11, σbT11 , and σε in Figure 6.2 show that the three chains mix

well. This indicates that all chains agree on the value of each parameter estimated.

The BGR statistics, not shown here, all had the BGR ratio, R, converged to one,

with the width of the interval of the pooled runs, B, and the average width of the

intervals within the individual runs, W , converged to stability.
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Figure 6.1: History plots for the intercept alpha[1] = α1, random effects fo patient 1
bT1[1] = b11, the standard deviations of random effects and the model error, sigbT1 =
σb1 and sig.T = σε, respectively, where the values of parameter estimates are on
the y-axis. Chains one through three, 1 : 3, are displayed in red, blue and green,
respectively.
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Figure 6.2: Trace plots for the intercept alpha[1] = α1, random effects for patient 1
bT1[1] = b11, the standard deviations of random effects and the model error, sigbT1 =
σb1 and sig.T = σε, respectively, where the values of parameter estimates are on
the y-axis. Chains one through three, 1 : 3, are displayed in red, blue and green,
respectively.

6.2 Markov Model

Results for the Markov model run in R and OpenBUGS for models with an mmd with-

out random effects are displayed in Table 6.3. The first column contains maximum

likelihood parameter estimates from the msm function in R [17]. These estimates

are nearly identical to the posterior means from the Markov model with no random

effects run in OpenBUGS, displayed in the second column of Table 6.3. The posterior

mean estimates for the Markov model with random effects from OpenBUGS are dis-

played in the third column of Table 6.3 and are similar to those produced by R. The

transition probabilities to adjacent states are always marginally lower for the Markov
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model with random effects. Transition probabilities of remaining in the current state

are higher than those of transitioning to the next adjacent state for both models, and

transition probabilities to any of the other states are < 0.01. The transition intensity

estimates from R’s msm function are all contained in the credible intervals of the pos-

terior means of the Markov model without random effects calculated in OpenBUGS.

Apart from the transition rate out of state 1, λ1, the rest of the estimates of the

transition rates for the Markov model with random effects differ from those from the

classical model and those of the model without random effects. This is most likely

due to the dependence of the transition intensities on the random effects.

Table 6.3 shows the estimated one day transition probabilities from state k to

state l denoted by Pkl which are averages over all patient records. That is, P22 = 0.85

indicates that there is an 85% chance a patient in state 2 (PPS score of 50%) will

remain in this state the next day and P67 = 0.33 implies there is a 32% chance the

patient will die the next day given that they are in state 6 (PPS score of 10%). The

95% confidence intervals for the transition probabilities and intensities were obtained

using the pmatrix.msm() and qmatrix.msm() functions in R, respectively. These

functions use non-parametric bootstrap refitting with 1000 bootstrap resamples. The

bootstrap datasets are computed by resampling independent transitions between pairs

of states [17]. The estimates of the transition probabilities display a pattern of a lower

chance of survival given a lower PPS score. OpenBUGS and R results agree on the

estimates of the transition probabilities. The transition intensities are denoted by

λk, where k is the out state and are averaged over all subjects. Standard errors are

displayed for the transition intensities. We can see that transition rates are higher out

of states 5 and 6, rather than states 1 through 4. This indicates that the rate out of a

state increases as the PPS score decreases. Thus, patients with a PPS score between

60% and 30% tend to stay in their particular state longer than those patients with a
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lower PPS score. The estimates of the state specific coefficients βk agree between R

and OpenBUGS. A 95% symmetric approximate confidence interval is provided for

the β’s from R and 95% credible intervals from OpenBUGS. With the exception of

β1 and β2, credible intervals for the rest of the β’s are significant and indicate that

lung cancer patients have a higher hazard rate and thus their condition deteriorates

quicker than that of breast cancer patients.

The second column of Table 6.3 shows results from a Markov model without

random effects obtained by averaging over two chains. The DICs were calculated for

the Markov models without and with random effects and for each chain separately

yielding a DIC value of 15982 for chain 1 and a DIC value of 15983 for chain 2 for

the model without random effects, versus a DIC value of 14916 for chain 1 and a DIC

value of 14881 for chain 2 for the Markov model with random effects. The difference

in DIC’s observed between the chains in the same model are due to the Monte Carlo

error in the sampler; however, the DIC are much lower for the model with random

effects, thus, models with random effects are preferred. A Markov model with no

random effects has a deviance of 15970 compared to the deviance of the Markov

model with random effects from R and OpenBUGS 14738 and 14020, respectively.

Thus, again the model with random effects is preferred with respect to DIC.

6.2.1 Assessing Convergence of Markov Model

Model convergence was assessed by investigating the history and traceplots of all

variables of interest. Here plots for selected variables of interest are displayed and

are representative of all the other variables. The current point Metropolis MCMC

algorithm is based on a symmetric normal proposal distribution. The algorithm,

starting from some arbitrary point as the initial sample, generates a proposed new

sample from the proposal distribution and calculates an acceptance ratio that indi-
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Table 6.3: Parameter estimates and their standard deviations (S.D.) for Markov
model without random effects (R.E.) fit in R and posterior mean and posterior stan-
dard deviations for Markov models with and without random effects fit in OpenBUGS
software. 95% confidence intervals (CI) are displayed for estimates from R. The one
day transition probabilities from state k to state l are denoted by Pkl, the estimates
for transition probabilities that are < 0.01 are not displayed. Transition intensities
are denoted by λk, where k is the out state. The state specific coefficient estimates
are denoted by βk’s, and σb2 denotes the standard deviation of the random effects.
Deviance, −2·log(LY ), is also displayed.

R, no R.E. OpenBUGS, no R.E. OpenBUGS, R.E.
Estimate (95% CI) Posterior Mean (S.D.) Posterior Mean (S.D.)

P11 0.85 (0.75, 0.92) 0.86 (0.02) 0.91 (0.02)
P12 0.14 (0.07, 0.23) 0.13 (0.02) 0.08 (0.02)
P22 0.85 (0.81, 0.89) 0.87 (0.01) 0.90 (0.01)
P23 0.14 (0.11, 0.18) 0.12 (0.01) 0.09 (0.01)
P33 0.90 (0.88, 0.91) 0.91 (< 0.01) 0.93 (< 0.01)
P34 0.09 (0.08, 0.11) 0.08 (< 0.01) 0.06 (< 0.01)
P44 0.88 (0.86, 0.89) 0.89 (< 0.01) 0.88 (< 0.01)
P45 0.10 (0.09, 0.11) 0.08 (< 0.01) 0.08 (< 0.01)
P46 0.02 (0.02, 0.03) 0.02 (< 0.01) 0.03 (< 0.01)
P55 0.63 (0.60, 0.67) 0.69 (< 0.01) 0.66 (0.01)
P56 0.29 (0.26, 0.32) 0.24 (< 0.01) 0.24 (0.01)
P57 0.08 (0.06, 0.08) 0.07 (< 0.01) 0.10 (< 0.01)
P66 0.67 (0.64, 0.71) 0.68 (0.01) 0.70 (0.01)
P67 0.33 (0.29, 0.36) 0.32 (0.01) 0.30 (0.01)
λ1 0.15 (0.08, 0.27) 0.17 (0.03) 0.19 (0.04)
λ2 0.16 (0.12, 0.21) 0.16 (0.01) 0.22 (0.02)
λ3 0.11 (0.09, 0.12) 0.11 (0.01) 0.16 (0.01)
λ4 0.14 (0.12, 0.15) 0.14 (0.01) 0.29 (0.02)
λ5 0.49 (0.42, 0.54) 0.48 (0.02) 1.08 (0.06)
λ6 0.43 (0.38, 0.48) 0.50 (0.02) 0.89 (0.05)

β1 (Lung) -0.94 (-2.05, 0.16) -0.26 (0.40) 0.04 (0.48)
β2 (Lung) 0.02 (-0.52, 0.55) 0.08 (0.20) 0.19 (0.24)
β3 (Lung) 0.43 (0.12, 0.74) 0.35 (0.11) 0.28 (0.15)
β4 (Lung) 0.74 (0.50, 0.98) 0.53 (0.09) 0.62 (0.12)
β5 (Lung) 0.98 (0.74, 1.22) 0.66 (0.08) 0.40 (0.12)
β6 (Lung) 1.25 (1.00, 1.51) 0.90 (0.09) 0.49 (0.12)

σb2 0.91 (0.03)
−2·log(LY ) 14738 15970 14020
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cates how probable the new proposed sample is with respect to the current sample.

If the proposed sample moves to a less probable point, the algorithm will sometimes

reject that move, and the more the relative drop in probability, the more likely the

new point will be rejected. In OpenBUGS, the standard deviation of the proposal

distribution is tuned over the first 4000 iterations in order to get an acceptance rate

of between 20% and 40% [29]. All summary statistics for the model omit information

from this adapting phase (learning phase). After the adaptive phase of the sampler

the chains converge very fast. Thus, 20 000 iterations were run for the Markov model

with 10 000 iterations discarded as a burn in to obtain the estimates. (Black is chain

1, Red is chain 2). The initial values of the chains were generated using the “gen

inits” option in the model specification tool in OpenBUGS. The initial values gener-

ated for the baseline hazards λ0’s for the first chain had a large negative exponent

which was removed, thus making sure the initial values were not too small to prevent

convergence.

History plots for the state specific coefficient out of state 1 (β1), the transition

probability of staying in state 1 (P11), the transition intensity out of state 3 (λ3),

the random effect for subject 1 (b21), and the standard deviation of the random

effects (σb2), are displayed in Figures 6.3, 6.5, 6.7, 6.9 and 6.11, respectively, and are

representative of the convergence of all the other parameters of interest. The history

plots display values of the parameters for 20 000 iterations. Parameters can be seen

to converge quite quickly to their stationary distribution for both chains. Trace plots

for the same parameters are displayed for the last 1,000 iterations, i.e. those after

the 10 000 iteration burn in, in Figures 6.4, 6.6, 6.8, 6.10 and 6.12, respectively. The

trace plots show that the two chains mix well and converge to the same value.
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Figure 6.3: History of State Specific
Coefficient: β1

Figure 6.4: Trace of State Specific Co-
efficient: β1

Figure 6.5: History of Transition
Probability of Staying in State 1: P11

Figure 6.6: Trace of Transition Prob-
ability of Staying in State 1: P11

6.3 Joint Model

The results from the joint model in Table 6.4 indicate that the sojourn times are

longer for higher PPS scores. It also shows that transition rates are higher for patients

with lower PPS score percentages. This indicates that patients with high PPS scores

will stay longer in their particular PPS score state and patients with a lower PPS
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Figure 6.7: History of Transition In-
tensity out of State 3 into State 4: λ3

Figure 6.8: Trace of Transition Inten-
sity out of State 3 into State 4: λ3

Figure 6.9: History of Random Effect
for Patient 1: b21

Figure 6.10: Trace of Random Effect
for Patient 1: b21

score percentage will tend to have quicker drops in their PPS score. The correlation

between the bivariate random effects is negative -0.55 with a standard deviation of

0.04. The negative correlation implies that as the random effects of the gap time

model increase, those of the Markov model will decrease, and vice versa. Thus, a
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Figure 6.11: History of the SD of Ran-
dom Effects: σb2

Figure 6.12: Trace of SD of Random
Effects: σb2

larger gap time random effect prolonging the time spent in a state is associated with

a smaller state-space random effect and smaller transition rates, decreasing the state

(or equivalently having a higher PPS score).

The one day transition probabilities from state k to state l are denoted by Pkl. The

results from the joint model in Table 6.4 indicate that the estimates of the transition

probabilities of remaining in the same state are decreasing for a lower PPS score.

This makes sense because the transition rates out of states with lower PPS scores are

higher meaning the probability a subject will remain in their state less likely. The

coefficients α’s indicate that the sojourn times are increasing for higher PPS scores.

The transition intensities are denoted by λk, where k is the out state. The rate out of

a state can be seen to generally increase as the PPS score decreases. This indicates

that patients with high PPS scores will stay longer in their particular PPS score state

and patients with a lower PPS score percentage will tend to have quicker drops in their

PPS score. Estimates of the state specific coefficients β’s exhibit a general pattern of

higher estimates for higher states, with the exception of β4. This may be an artifact

of the data. σb2 is the standard deviation of the random effects of the Markov part of
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Table 6.4: Parameter estimates and their standard deviations (S.D.) for Joint model
fit in OpenBUGS software. The one day transition probabilities from state k to state
l are denoted by Pkl, the estimates for transition probabilities that are < 0.01 are
not displayed. The transition intensities are denoted by λk, where k is the out state.
βk, k = 1, ..., 6 are estimates of the state specific coefficients and α’s are coefficients
from the gap time part of the joint model. σb2 denotes the standard deviation of the
random effects and c denotes the correlation.

Parameter Posterior Mean (S.D.) Parameter Poterior Mean (S.D.)
P11 0.91 (0.02) λ1 0.22 (0.05)
P12 0.08 (0.02) λ2 0.23 (0.02)
P22 0.90 (0.01) λ3 0.17 (0.01)
P23 0.09 (0.01) λ4 0.30 (0.02)
P33 0.93 (< 0.01) λ5 1.11 (0.06)
P34 0.06 (< 0.01) λ6 0.94 (0.05)
P44 0.88 (< 0.01) β1 0.09 (0.47)
P45 0.079 (< 0.01) β2 0.25 (0.24)
P46 0.03 (< 0.01) β3 0.30 (0.14)
P47 0.02 (< 0.01) β4 0.61 (0.12)
P55 0.66 (0.01) β5 0.39 (0.12)
P56 0.24 (< 0.01) β6 0.45 (0.12)
P57 0.10 (< 0.01) α1 (Int) -0.56 (0.02)
P66 0.70 (0.01) α2 (PPS20) 0.20 (0.02)
P67 0.30 (0.01) α3 (PPS30) 0.38 (0.02)
σε 0.58 (< 0.01) α4 (PPS40) 0.38 (0.02)
σb1 0.26 (0.01) α5 (PPS50) 0.46 (0.03)
σb2 0.91 (0.03) α6 (PPS60) 0.39 (0.06)
c -0.55 (0.04) α7 (Lung) -0.07 (0.02)

the joint model. Its estimated posterior mean is 0.91 with a standard deviation of 0.03

is higher than the estimated posterior mean of the standard deviation of the random

effects from the gap time part of the joint model, σb1 which had a posterior mean of

0.26 with a standard deviation of 0.01. The deviance of this joint model is 37800, with

a DIC of 39536 for chain 1 and 39585 for chain 2. The difference in DIC between two

chains of the same model is due to the Monte Carlo error associated with each chain

run, as well as the calculation of the effective number of parameters. The effective

number of parameters can be thought of as the number of ‘unconstrained’ parameters

in the model, where a parameter counts as 1 if it is estimated with no constraints
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or prior information; 0 if it is fully constrained or if all the information about the

parameter come from the prior distribution or an intermediate value between 0 and

1 if both the data and prior distributions are informative [4].

6.3.1 Assessing convergence of the Joint Model

History plots of the standard deviation of the random effects, σb1 and σb2, as well as the

standard deviation of the model error σε, and the correlation coefficient between the

random effects c, are displayed in Figures 6.13, 6.15, 6.17, and 6.19, respecively. These

plots are representative of the convergence of all the other parameters of interest. The

history plots display values of the parameters for 20 000 iterations. Parameters can be

seen to converge quite quickly to their stationary distribution for both chains (black

is chain 1, red is chain 2). Trace plots for the same parameters are displayed for the

last 1,000 iterations, i.e. those after the 10 000 iteration burn in, in Figures 6.14,

6.16, 6.18, and 6.20, respecively. The trace plots show that the two chains mix well

and converge to the same value. The initial values for chain 1 were a combination

of the initial values of chain 1 used for the gap times model and the initial values of

chain 1 used for the Markov model. Initial values for chain 2 were a combination of

initial values of chain 2 used for the gap time model and the estimates (after 20 000

iterations) of the parameters that need initialization of chain 2 of the Markov model.

6.4 Comparison of Joint Model with Gap Time

and Markov Models

Comparing the posterior estimates in the joint model with those in the separated

gap time and Markov models in Table 6.5 reveals that the estimates of the random

effects (not displayed here) are very similar and the estimate of the model error σε is
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Figure 6.13: History of SD Random
Effects from Gap Time Part of Joint
Model: σbT1

Figure 6.14: Trace of Transition Ran-
dom Effects from Gap Time Part of
Joint Model: σbT1

Figure 6.15: History of Random Ef-
fects from Markov Part of Joint Model:
σbT2

Figure 6.16: Trace of Transition Ran-
dom Effects from Markov Part of Joint
Model: σbT2

essentially the same as that of the sepatated gap times model. Figure 6.21 displays

a scatterplot of the standard deviations of random effects of the joint model plotted

against those of the gap time and Markov models. Standard deviations of random

effects of the gap time model are smaller than those of the Markov model and are
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Figure 6.17: History of SD of the
Model Error: σε

Figure 6.18: Trace of SD of the Model
Error: σε

Figure 6.19: History of the Correlation
Coefficient of Random Effects

Figure 6.20: Trace of the Correlation
Coefficient of Random Effects

displayed using red points, where as those of the Markov model are displayed in blue

triangles. The scatterplot shows that although the points are scattered near the line

of equality, there is a tendency towards the non-joint models, indicating that standard

deviations may be higher for the non-joint models, especially for the Markov model.

Coefficients of PPS score variables from the gap times model mostly match those
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in the joint model and exhibit a pattern of increasing sojourn times for higher PPS

score percentages, with the exception of the estimate for the PPS score of 60%. The

discrepancy for the PPS score of 60% is most likely due to the small group sample

size. Thus, the estimate of the PPS score of 60% has a larger standard error/deviation

than all other PPS score estimates. Transition intensities are quite close between the

Markov and joint models, showing a general pattern of higher rates for higher states.

The state dependent coefficients, β’s, are also quite similar between the Markov and

joint models and are significant for both models for states higher than 2. Equal

tail 95% credible intervals of the transition specific covariates for Markov and joint

models are plotted in Figure 6.22. For each credible interval for β displayed, the red

interval is for the Markov model coefficients and top blue interval is for the joint model

coefficients. The figure reveals that most intervals do not contain zero thus implying

they are significant for almost all transitions. The credible intervals for β4, β5, and β6

are shorter for the joint model suggesting that there may be a gain in precision from

the joint model in estimating these cofficients.
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Table 6.5: Parameter estimates from separate gap time, and Markov models pro-
duced by OpenBUGS are compared alongside those of the joint model also produced
in OpenBUGS. The correlation between the random effects b1 and b2 is displayed.
Estimates of all the parameters of interest are displayed with the exception of the
estimates of the transition probabilities.

Parameter
Markov Model Joint Model

Posterior Mean (S.D.) Posterior Mean (S.D.)
λ1 0.19 (0.04) 0.22 (0.05)
λ2 0.22 (0.02) 0.23 (0.02)
λ3 0.16 (0.01) 0.17 (0.01)
λ4 0.29 (0.02) 0.30 (0.02)
λ5 1.08 (0.06) 1.11 (0.06)
λ6 0.89 (0.05) 0.94 (0.05)

β1 0.04 (0.48) 0.09 (0.47)
β2 0.19 (0.24) 0.25 (0.24)
β3 0.28 (0.15) 0.30 (0.14)
β4 0.62 (0.12) 0.61 (0.12)
β5 0.40 (0.12) 0.39 (0.12)
β6 0.49 (0.12) 0.45 (0.12)

Parameter
Gap Time Model Joint Model

Posterior Mean (S.D.) Posterior Mean (S.D.)
α1 (Int) -0.53 (0.02) -0.56 (0.02)

α2 (PPS20) 0.21 (0.02) 0.20 (0.02)
α3 (PPS30) 0.38 (0.02) 0.38 (0.02)
α4 (PPS40) 0.36 (0.02) 0.38 (0.02)
α5 (PPS50) 0.44 (0.03) 0.46 (0.03)
α6 (PPS60) 0.36 (0.06) 0.39 (0.06)
α7 (Lung) -0.07 (0.02) -0.07 (0.02)

σε 0.58 (< 0.01) 0.58 (< 0.01)
σb1 0.24 (0.01) 0.26 (0.01)
σb2 0.91 (0.03) 0.91 (0.03)

correlation -0.55 (0.04)
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Figure 6.21: The standard deviations (S.D.s) of random effects (R.E.s) of the joint
model plotted against those of the gap time and Markov models. Standard deviations
of random effects of the gap time model are smaller than those of the Markov model
and are displayed using red points, where as those of the Markov model are displayed
in blue triangles.
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Figure 6.22: Equal tail 95% credible intervals of the transition specific covariates for
Markov and joint models. For each βk, the bottom red dashed interval is for the
Markov model coefficients and top blue interval is for joint model coefficients.
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Chapter 7

Goodness of Fit and Simulation

Study

Median times from study start to death are used as a measure of the goodness of fit

of the joint model. To obtain posterior estimates of parameters of interest, the joint

model was run for 10 000 iterations after a burn-in of 10 000 iterations in OpenBUGS.

Each iteration was a draw from the posterior predictive distribution which produced

10 000 posterior estimates. These were then used to calculate the median times to

death using the same set of cumulative times spent in states for each set of posterior

estimates. The cumulative times spent in states were based on the original data

set values. The results for the median times to death for these 10 000 simulated

datasets are displayed in the second column of Table 7.1. The third column of Table

7.1 contains posterior credible intevals of the median times to death from 100 new

datasets simulated in OpenBUGS. One hundred new datasets were created in R, all

having different numbers of patients and varying number of observation times. Then

posterior estimates for paramters of interest were obtained for each new dataset using

OpenBUGS. The first column of Table 7.1 contains the original data’s median times to
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death as well as their 95% pointwise confidence intervals. The median times to death

were calculated using Kaplan-Meier curves available in the survival library in R [21],

and the confidence intervals for the median are based on the log-transformed interval

formula. Some of the upper limits are not available due to the absence of finding the

smallest time at which the survival function is ≤ 0.5 [22]. Figure 7.2 contains 95%

confidence intervals for median times to death of lung and breast cancer patients for

all PPS scores for observed and simulated datasets. The pattern of longer time to

death for patients with a higher PPS score is evident. The results from the simulated

datasets seems to be underpredicting the actual median times to death. This may

be due to our assumption of a time homogeneous model. The original and both

the simulated datasets show that lung cancer patients have a generally lower median

time to death than breast cancer patients. This is also evident in the Kaplan-Meier

survival curves produced in R for lung and breast cancer patients disp layed in figures

7.1a and 7.1b. The figures show that in general for both cancer types the survival

probability for patients with lower PPS scores is much lower than those with higher

PPS scores, and so the survival curves are colour coded from left to right as coming

from patient groups with PPS scores of 10% all the way to 60%.

Note that the seed matters when comparing these two types of simualtions in

table 7.1. The same seed: set.seed(62812) was set for all the results in table 7.1.

Parameter estimates from the joint model found in 6.4 were used in simulating 100

new datasets. Then, OpenBUGS was used for each new dataset to produce estimates

of the parameters of interest. Table 7.2 contains parameter estimates that are the

averages over all 100 datasets of the parameters of interest. Comparing the estimates

from the 100 simulated datasets to those from table 6.4 there are some discrepancies.

Namely, transition probabilities of staying in states 3, 4 and 5 are overestimated, as

are the estimates of all the coefficients of the gap time part of the model α’s, with
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(a) Survival Curves for Lung Cancer Patients

(b) Survival Curves for Breast Cancer Patients

Figure 7.1: Kaplan-Meier survival curves for lung (7.1a) and breast (7.1b) cancer
patients, where the axes are the survival probability in (%) v.s. time in days. The
survival curves are colour coded from left to right as coming from patient groups with
PPS scores of 10% all the way to 60%.
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Table 7.1: Median times to death as well as the 95% pointwise confidence intervals
(CI) for the observed data. Median times to death for 10 000 simulated datasets and
95% posterior predictive intervals for these simulated datasets. Posterior credible
intervals for 100 new simulated datasets.

PPS score Original Data Simulated Data 100 New Simulated
Median (95% CI) Median (95% CI) Datasets Median (95% CI)

60 Lung 24.24 (15.30,NA) 16.47 (13.19,19.75) (33.18,33.56)
50 Lung 18.98 (15.50,24.50) 12.98 (11.65,14.31) (22.67,23.13)
40 Lung 12.70 (10.07,18.47) 9.15 (8.35,9.95) (13.56,13.80)
30 Lung 7.16 (6.14,8.76) 4.56 (4.12,5.00) (5.82,5.96)
20 Lung 2.96 (2.11,5.38) 1.49 (1.20,1.78) (1.93,2.05)
10 Lung 2.07 (1.29,NA) 1.22 (0.69,1.75) (1.42,1.66)

60 Breast 25.95 (15.75,NA) 17.93 (13.12,22.74) 16.42
50 Breast 39.40 (17.81,100.6) 16.94 (13.92,19.96) (33.33,34.17)
40 Breast 21.42 (18.30,29.3) 15.07 (13.19,16.95) (20.21,20.87)
30 Breast 10.50 (7.61, 20.4) 7.43 (6.34,8.52) (11.74,12.14)
20 Breast 2.88 (1.48,17.4) 1.94 (1.38,2.50) (1.75,1.99)
10 Breast 5.73 (2.20,NA) 2.61 (1.19,4.03) (2.95,4.03)

the exception of α7, the coefficient of the cancer type indicator. The variance of the

model error, and the standard deviation of the random effects form the gap time part

of the model are also over estimated, as is the correlation between the random effects.

Transition probabilities out of states 3, 4, and 5, as well as the probability of staying

in state 5 are underestimated as is the transition intensity out of state 3, and all the

state specific coefficient β’s.

The confidence intervals of the simulated data, for PPS scores of 20% − 50% for

lung cancer and the PPS score of 40% for breast cancer, do not overlap those of the

original data. The confidence intervals of the 100 new simulated datasets, for PPS

scores of 20%, 30%, and 60% for lung cancer, do not overlap those of the original

data. The confidence intervals of the 100 new simulated datasets, for PPS scores of

20%− 60% for lung cancer and the PPS scores of 40% and 50% for breast cancer, do

not overlap those of the simulated data. Credible intervals deem results credible at

the 95% level in the light of prior insight.
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Figure 7.2: Median times to death computed from observed data and those for 10 000
simulated datasets from the posterior predictive distribution, induced by the assumed
joint model.

Parameter estimates from the Markov model found in Table 6.3 were used in simu-

lating 100 new datasets. Then, OpenBUGS was used for each new dataset to produce

estimates of the parameters of interest. Table 7.3 contains parameter estimates from

the Markov model found in Table 6.3 in column 1 as well as those that are the average

over all 100 datasets of the parameters of interest in column 2. Comparing the results

there are some discrepancies, namely, transition probabilities of staying in states 1,

3, 4 and 5 are overestimated. Transition probabilities out of states 1, 4, and 5, are

underestimated as are all the state specific coefficients β’s.

To see how well our model performs the MSE and bias of the 100 simulated
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Table 7.2: Parameter estimates and their standard deviations (S.D.) of the joint
model from 100 simulated datasets fit in OpenBUGS software. The estimates for
transition probabilities that are < 0.01 are not displayed. The one day transition
probabilities from state k to state l are denoted by Pkl. The transition intesities are
denoted by λk, where k is the out state. βk, k = 1, ..., 6 are estimates of the state
specific coefficients and α’s are coefficients from the gap time part of the joint model.
σb2 is the standard deviation of the random effects. The standard deviation of the
random effects for the gap time part of the joint model is σb1 and that of the Markov
part of the joint model is σb2. The correlation between random effects b1i and b2i is
displayed.

Parameter mean (SD) Parameter mean (SD)
P11 0.94 (0.01) λ1 0.17 (0.03)
P12 0.06 (0.01) λ2 0.24 (0.02)
P13 < 0.01 (< 0.01) λ3 0.14 (0.01)
P14 < 0.01 (< 0.01) λ4 0.29 (0.01)
P15 < 0.01 (< 0.01) λ5 1.00 (0.05)
P16 < 0.01 (< 0.01) λ6 1.04 (0.05)
P17 < 0.01 (< 0.01) β1 -0.27 (0.42)
P22 0.91 (0.01) β2 0.21 (0.21)
P23 0.08 (0.01) β3 0.15 (0.13)
P24 < 0.01 (< 0.01) β4 0.53 (0.11)
P25 < 0.01 (< 0.01) β5 0.22 (0.11)
P26 < 0.01 (< 0.01) β6 0.32 (0.11)
P27 < 0.01 (< 0.01) α1 (Int) -0.88 (0.02)
P33 0.95 (< 0.01) α2 (PPS20) 0.43 (0.02)
P34 0.05 (< 0.01) α3 (PPS30) 0.65 (0.02)
P35 < 0.01 (< 0.01) α4 (PPS40) 0.66 (0.02)
P36 < 0.01 (< 0.01) α5 (PPS50) 0.75 (0.02)
P37 < 0.01 (< 0.01) α6 (PPS60) 0.68 (0.04)
P44 0.90 (< 0.01) α7 (Lung) -0.08 (0.03)
P45 0.07 (< 0.01) σ2

ε 0.61 (< 0.01)
P46 0.02 (< 0.01) σb1 0.29 (0.01)
P47 0.01 (< 0.01) σb2 0.89 (0.03)
P55 0.72 (< 0.01) correlation -0.72 (0.03)
P56 0.20 (< 0.01) P66 0.71 (< 0.01)
P57 0.08 (< 0.01) P67 0.29 (< 0.01)

datasets for Markov and Joint models was calculated for all parameters of interest.

The results are found in Tables 7.4 and 7.5. The MSE of an estimator θ̂ with respect

to the estimated parameter θ is defined as the sum of the variance and the squared
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Table 7.3: Parameter estimates and their standard deviations (S.D.) for the 100 sim-
ulated Markov models fit OpenBUGS software. The estimates for transition proba-
bilities that are < 0.01 are not displayed. The one day transition probabilities from
state k to state l are denoted by Pkl. The transition intesities are denoted by λk,
where k is the out state. Estimates of the state specific coefficients are β’s and σb2 is
the standard deviation of the random effects.

OpenBUGS (S.D.) 100 Simulated Datasets (S.D.)
P11 0.91 (0.02) 0.94 (0.01)
P12 0.08 (0.02) 0.05 (0.01)
P13 0.01 (< 0.01) 0.01 (< 0.01)
P22 0.90 (0.01) 0.91 (0.01)
P23 0.09 (0.01) 0.08 (0.01)
P33 0.93 (< 0.01) 0.95 (< 0.01)
P34 0.06 (< 0.01) 0.05 (< 0.01)
P44 0.88 (< 0.01) 0.90 (< 0.01)
P45 0.08 (< 0.01) 0.07 (< 0.01)
P46 0.03 (< 0.01) 0.02 (< 0.01)
P47 0.02 (< 0.01) 0.01 (< 0.01)
P55 0.66 (0.01) 0.72 (0.01)
P56 0.24 (0.01) 0.19 (< 0.01)
P57 0.10 (< 0.01) 0.08 (< 0.01)
P66 0.70 (0.01) 0.72 (0.01)
P67 0.30 (0.01) 0.28 (0.01)
λ1 0.19 (0.04) 0.16 (0.03)
λ2 0.22 (0.02) 0.23 (0.02)
λ3 0.16 (0.01) 0.14 (0.01)
λ4 0.29 (0.02) 0.29 (0.01)
λ5 1.08 (0.06) 0.97 (0.04)
λ6 0.89 (0.05) 1.01 (0.05)

β1 (Lung) 0.04 (0.48) -0.31 (0.43)
β2 (Lung) 0.19 (0.24) 0.17 (0.21)
β3 (Lung) 0.28 (0.15) 0.17 (0.13)
β4 (Lung) 0.62 (0.12) 0.54 (0.11)
β5 (Lung) 0.40 (0.12) 0.22 (0.11)
β6 (Lung) 0.49 (0.12) 0.34 (0.11)

σb2 0.91 (0.03) 0.88 (0.03)

bias of the estimator, MSE(θ̂) = Var(θ̂) +
(

Bias(θ̂, θ)
)2
. The variance is calculated

between estimates from the 100 simulations: Var(θ̂) = (S.D.(θ̂))2/100. MSE’s for

most paramters for both models are < 0.01, and for the rest of the parametes it is the
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same. The bias for β1 and λ1 and λ5 are slightly lower for the joint model. The bias

for other parameters is the same as for the Markov model or slightly higher. Thus we

do not see much gain from using the joint model according to the simulated datasets.

Figure 7.3, displays 6 scatterplots of the estimates of the state specific coefficients for

the Joint model versus those of the Markov model. The scatterplots for β2, β4, β5,

and β6 are almost a straight line indicating accurate estimation of the parameters.

For the other estimates of β’s the estimates are not so precise; however, there is a

trend towards the same estimate visible. Figure 7.4 displays equal tail 95% credible

intervals of the transition specific covariates for Markov and joint models. For each

βk, the bottom red interval is for the Markov model coefficients and top blue interval

is for the joint model coefficients. Most of the intervals do not contain zero and the

credible intervals for β1, and β3, are narrower for the joint model implying that there

is a gain in precision from the joint model in estimating these cofficients.

Table 7.4: Markov Model Bias and MSE

Parameter Bias (S.D.) MSE
β1 0.35 (0.05) 0.12
β2 0.02 (0.03) < 0.01
β3 0.11 (0.02) 0.01
β4 0.08 (0.02) < 0.01
β5 0.18 (0.03) 0.03
β6 0.15 (0.03) 0.02
λ1 0.03 (< 0.01) < 0.01
λ2 -0.01 (< 0.01) < 0.01
λ3 0.02 (< 0.01) < 0.01
λ4 < 0.01 (< 0.01) < 0.01
λ5 0.11 (0.02) 0.01
λ6 -0.12 (0.02) 0.02
σb2 0.03 (< 0.01) < 0.01
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Table 7.5: Joint Model Bias and MSE

Parameter Bias (S.D.) MSE
β1 0.31 (0.05) 0.10
β2 -0.02 (0.03) < 0.01
β3 0.13 (0.03) 0.02
β4 0.09 (0.02) 0.01
β5 0.18 (0.03) 0.03
β6 0.17 (0.03) 0.03
λ1 0.02 (< 0.01) < 0.01
λ2 -0.02 (< 0.01) < 0.01
λ3 0.02 (< 0.01) < 0.01
λ4 < 0.01 (< 0.01) < 0.01
λ5 0.08 (0.02) < 0.01
λ6 -0.15 (0.02) 0.02
α1 0.32 (0.02) 0.10
α2 -0.23 (0.02) 0.05
α3 -0.27 (0.01) 0.07
α4 -0.28 (0.02) 0.08
α5 -0.29 (0.02) 0.09
α6 -0.29 (0.03) 0.09
α7 0.01 (0.01) < 0.01
σε -0.03 (< 0.01) < 0.01
σb1 -0.03 (0.01) < 0.01
σb2 0.02 (0.01) < 0.01
c 0.17 (0.01) 0.03
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Figure 7.3: Comparing beta coefficients of Markov and joint models from 100 simu-
lated datasets, where (a) β1, (b) β2, (c) β3, (d) β4, (e) β5, (f) β6.
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Figure 7.4: Equal tail 95% credible intervals of the transition specific covariates for
Markov and joint models. For each βk, the bottom red dashed interval is for the
Markov model coefficients and top blue interval is for joint model coefficients.
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Chapter 8

Discussion and Conclusions

A joint model that incorporates informative observations times ensures valid infer-

ences where the life history process of cancer patients and the follow-up process are

not independent, and often the adherence to a prespecified examination scheme can-

not be guaranteed.

Applying our joint model to the analysis of a large study examining cancer trajec-

tories of palliative care patients, we found a general pattern of longer sojourn times

for higher PPS scores. The AIC and DIC values for gap time and Markov models with

random effects were smaller indicating a preference for models with random effects.

The estimates of transition probabilities were consistently indicative of a lower chance

of survival given a lower PPS score. The rates out of states generally increased as the

PPS score decreased, as did the state specific coefficients, β’s. The credible intervals

for β4, β5, and β6 were shorter for the joint model suggesting that there may be a

gain in precision for the joint model in estimating these coefficients. The standard

deviations of random effects of the separated gap time and Markov models were on

average higher for gap time and especially Markov models when compared to those

of the joint model.
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Half the variance of the deviance i.e pV was used in the calculation of the DIC

for model comparison. Using pV yields more robust results as well as more accu-

rate comparison with the results from R, which also uses pV in calculating the DIC.

There are numerous other DIC methods available and more investigation is needed

to determine which DIC method is most appropriate for our models.

We have approximated the PPS trajectory for a patient using a progressive Markov

model to adjacent states only. Sutradhar et al [15] collapse PPS scores into 3 to 4

groups allowing for transitions between adjacent states and death. Our study popu-

lation differs considerably from that of [15], Sutradhar et al, in that all were enrolled

in a hospice program as palliative patients. These patients have short lifetimes. With

our 7 state model transitions between all states cannot be written out analytically

and requires the use of a differential black box in OpenBUGS. Perhaps it is due to the

restrictive structure we put onto the Markov model that our joint model is not able to

capture the times to death accurately, especially for patients with low PPS scores. We

anticipate that extending the joint model to incorporate transitions between states

is key to exposing the benefits of the joint model. We anticipate that extending the

joint model to time varying intensities and relaxing the progressive assumption may

improve the fit.
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Appendix A

OpenBUGS Code for the Joint

Model

OpenBUGS code for the joint model with 7 states and one covariate in both the gap

time and Markov parts of the model.

# n = nuber of distinct subjects (scalar)

# p = length of alpha vector (scalar)

# Sta/Sto = starting/stopping indices

# PPSind = indicators of PPS score, 1st column corresponds to state 1 ie PPS=60,

..., 5th column corresponds to state 5 ie PPS=20, state 6 ie PPS=10 is the

baseline, and there is no data on state 7 ie PPS=0

# ST = sojourn times - filtered out rows of extended data where sojourn times

are 0 (vector)

# CanerType = indicator of Lung cancer (vector)

# PPScur = current state vector - deleted last row of data for every patient

# Pind = matrix of indicators of next state - deleted first row of data for each

patient

#q0 = baseline hazard - state specific (vector)

#q = hazard - for each row of data and each state (vector)

# B = state specific coefficients (vector)

# W = matrix whose entries are the mean entries of P (the transition

probability matrix), summed over the rows of the data

# Z = matrix whose entries are the mean entries of q (the transition

intensity matrix), summed over the rows of the data

# tau.T = precision of times model (scalar)
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# bT = random effects for both models (matrix)

# sigma.bT = random effects errors (vector)

# c = correlation of random effects

model

{

# LOOPS for variables to be used in calculating transition probabilities

P[r, init state, next state]

for(r in 1:n)

{

for(j in 1:2){

q13bot1[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[1,j],(qmat[1,j]+1)] - q[r,1,2]

q13bot2[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[2,j],(qmat[2,j]+1)] - q[r,2,3]

q13bot3[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[3,j],(qmat[3,j]+1)] - q[r,3,4]

}

#############################################

for(j in 1:3){

q14bot1[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[1,j],(qmat[1,j]+1)] - q[r,1,2]

q14bot2[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[2,j],(qmat[2,j]+1)] - q[r,2,3]

q14bot3[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[3,j],(qmat[3,j]+1)] - q[r,3,4]

q14bot4[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[4,j],(qmat[4,j]+1)] - q[r,4,5]

}

#############################################

for(j in 1:4){

q15bot1[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[1,j],(qmat[1,j]+1)] - q[r,1,2]

q15bot2[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[2,j],(qmat[2,j]+1)] - q[r,2,3]

q15bot3[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[3,j],(qmat[3,j]+1)] - q[r,3,4]

q15bot4[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[4,j],(qmat[4,j]+1)] - q[r,4,5]

q15bot5[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[5,j],(qmat[5,j]+1)] - q[r,5,6]

}

#############################################

for(j in 1:5){

q16bot1[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[1,j],(qmat[1,j]+1)] - q[r,1,2]

q16bot2[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[2,j],(qmat[2,j]+1)] - q[r,2,3]

q16bot3[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[3,j],(qmat[3,j]+1)] - q[r,3,4]

q16bot4[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[4,j],(qmat[4,j]+1)] - q[r,4,5]

q16bot5[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[5,j],(qmat[5,j]+1)] - q[r,5,6]

q16bot6[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[6,j],(qmat[6,j]+1)] - q[r,6,7]

}

#############################################

for(j in 1:5){

q17bot1[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[1,j],(qmat[1,j]+1)] - q[r,1,2]

q17bot2[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[2,j],(qmat[2,j]+1)] - q[r,2,3]
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q17bot3[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[3,j],(qmat[3,j]+1)] - q[r,3,4]

q17bot4[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[4,j],(qmat[4,j]+1)] - q[r,4,5]

q17bot5[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[5,j],(qmat[5,j]+1)] - q[r,5,6]

q17bot6[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[6,j],(qmat[6,j]+1)] - q[r,6,7]

}

q17bot1[r,6] <- -(q[r,1,2])

q17bot2[r,6] <- -(q[r,2,3])

q17bot3[r,6] <- -(q[r,3,4])

q17bot4[r,6] <- -(q[r,4,5])

q17bot5[r,6] <- -(q[r,5,6])

q17bot6[r,6] <- -(q[r,6,7])

for(j in 1:6){

q17bot7[r,j] <- q[r,qmat[7,j],(qmat[7,j]+1)] - 0

}

###############################################################

###############################################################

for(j in 2:3){

q24bot1[r,(j-1)] <- q[r,qmat[2,j],(qmat[2,j]+1)] - q[r,2,3]

q24bot2[r,(j-1)] <- q[r,qmat[3,j],(qmat[3,j]+1)] - q[r,3,4]

q24bot3[r,(j-1)] <- q[r,qmat[4,j],(qmat[4,j]+1)] - q[r,4,5]

}

#############################################

for(j in 2:4){

q25bot1[r,(j-1)] <- q[r,qmat[2,j],(qmat[2,j]+1)] - q[r,2,3]

q25bot2[r,(j-1)] <- q[r,qmat[3,j],(qmat[3,j]+1)] - q[r,3,4]

q25bot3[r,(j-1)] <- q[r,qmat[4,j],(qmat[4,j]+1)] - q[r,4,5]

q25bot4[r,(j-1)] <- q[r,qmat[5,j],(qmat[5,j]+1)] - q[r,5,6]

}

#############################################

for(j in 2:5){

q26bot1[r,(j-1)] <- q[r,qmat[2,j],(qmat[2,j]+1)] - q[r,2,3]

q26bot2[r,(j-1)] <- q[r,qmat[3,j],(qmat[3,j]+1)] - q[r,3,4]

q26bot3[r,(j-1)] <- q[r,qmat[4,j],(qmat[4,j]+1)] - q[r,4,5]

q26bot4[r,(j-1)] <- q[r,qmat[5,j],(qmat[5,j]+1)] - q[r,5,6]

q26bot5[r,(j-1)] <- q[r,qmat[6,j],(qmat[6,j]+1)] - q[r,6,7]

}

#############################################

for(j in 2:5){

q27bot1[r,(j-1)] <- q[r,qmat[2,j],(qmat[2,j]+1)] - q[r,2,3]

q27bot2[r,(j-1)] <- q[r,qmat[3,j],(qmat[3,j]+1)] - q[r,3,4]

q27bot3[r,(j-1)] <- q[r,qmat[4,j],(qmat[4,j]+1)] - q[r,4,5]

q27bot4[r,(j-1)] <- q[r,qmat[5,j],(qmat[5,j]+1)] - q[r,5,6]
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q27bot5[r,(j-1)] <- q[r,qmat[6,j],(qmat[6,j]+1)] - q[r,6,7]

}

q27bot1[r,5] <- -(q[r,2,3])

q27bot2[r,5] <- -(q[r,3,4])

q27bot3[r,5] <- -(q[r,4,5])

q27bot4[r,5] <- -(q[r,5,6])

q27bot5[r,5] <- -(q[r,6,7])

for(j in 2:6){

q27bot6[r,(j-1)] <- q[r,qmat[7,j],(qmat[7,j]+1)] - 0

}

###############################################################

###############################################################

for(j in 3:4){

q35bot1[r,(j-2)] <- q[r,qmat[3,j],(qmat[3,j]+1)] - q[r,3,4]

q35bot2[r,(j-2)] <- q[r,qmat[4,j],(qmat[4,j]+1)] - q[r,4,5]

q35bot3[r,(j-2)] <- q[r,qmat[5,j],(qmat[5,j]+1)] - q[r,5,6]

}

#############################################

for(j in 3:5){

q36bot1[r,(j-2)] <- q[r,qmat[3,j],(qmat[3,j]+1)] - q[r,3,4]

q36bot2[r,(j-2)] <- q[r,qmat[4,j],(qmat[4,j]+1)] - q[r,4,5]

q36bot3[r,(j-2)] <- q[r,qmat[5,j],(qmat[5,j]+1)] - q[r,5,6]

q36bot4[r,(j-2)] <- q[r,qmat[6,j],(qmat[6,j]+1)] - q[r,6,7]

}

#############################################

for(j in 3:5){

q37bot1[r,(j-2)] <- q[r,qmat[3,j],(qmat[3,j]+1)] - q[r,3,4]

q37bot2[r,(j-2)] <- q[r,qmat[4,j],(qmat[4,j]+1)] - q[r,4,5]

q37bot3[r,(j-2)] <- q[r,qmat[5,j],(qmat[5,j]+1)] - q[r,5,6]

q37bot4[r,(j-2)] <- q[r,qmat[6,j],(qmat[6,j]+1)] - q[r,6,7]

}

q37bot1[r,4] <- -(q[r,3,4])

q37bot2[r,4] <- -(q[r,4,5])

q37bot3[r,4] <- -(q[r,5,6])

q37bot4[r,4] <- -(q[r,6,7])

for(j in 3:6){

q37bot5[r,(j-2)] <- q[r,qmat[7,j],(qmat[7,j]+1)] - 0

}

###############################################################

###############################################################

for(j in 4:5){
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q46bot1[r,(j-3)] <- q[r,qmat[4,j],(qmat[4,j]+1)] - q[r,4,5]

q46bot2[r,(j-3)] <- q[r,qmat[5,j],(qmat[5,j]+1)] - q[r,5,6]

q46bot3[r,(j-3)] <- q[r,qmat[6,j],(qmat[6,j]+1)] - q[r,6,7]

}

#############################################

for(j in 4:5){

q47bot1[r,(j-3)] <- q[r,qmat[4,j],(qmat[4,j]+1)] - q[r,4,5]

q47bot2[r,(j-3)] <- q[r,qmat[5,j],(qmat[5,j]+1)] - q[r,5,6]

q47bot3[r,(j-3)] <- q[r,qmat[6,j],(qmat[6,j]+1)] - q[r,6,7]

}

q47bot1[r,3] <- -(q[r,4,5])

q47bot2[r,3] <- -(q[r,5,6])

q47bot3[r,3] <- -(q[r,6,7])

for(j in 4:6){

q47bot4[r,(j-3)] <- q[r,qmat[7,j],(qmat[7,j]+1)] - 0

}

###############################################################

###############################################################

q57bot1[r,1] <- q[r,qmat[5,5],(qmat[5,5]+1)] - q[r,5,6]

q57bot1[r,2] <- -(q[r,5,6])

q57bot2[r,1] <- q[r,qmat[6,5],(qmat[6,5]+1)] - q[r,6,7]

q57bot2[r,2] <- -(q[r,6,7])

for(j in 5:6){

q57bot3[r,(j-4)] <- q[r,qmat[7,j],(qmat[7,j]+1)] - 0

}

# all other transition intensity matrix entries are zero,

# the diagonals are the negative of the next adjacent entry

q[r,1,1] <- -(q[r,1,2])

q[r,2,2] <- -(q[r,2,3])

q[r,3,3] <- -(q[r,3,4])

q[r,4,4] <- -(q[r,4,5])

q[r,5,5] <- -(q[r,5,6])

q[r,6,6] <- -(q[r,6,7])

for(k in 3:7){q[r,1,k] <- 0}

q[r,2,1] <- 0

for(k in 4:7){q[r,2,k] <- 0}

q[r,3,1] <- 0

q[r,3,2] <- 0

for(k in 5:7){q[r,3,k] <- 0}

for(k in 1:3){q[r,4,k] <- 0}
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q[r,4,6] <- 0

q[r,4,7] <- 0

for(k in 1:4){q[r,5,k] <- 0}

q[r,5,7] <- 0

for(k in 1:5){q[r,6,k] <- 0}

for(k in 1:7){q[r,7,k] <- 0}

} # end of LOOP for variables to be used in calculating transition

# probabilities P[r, init state, next state]

for(r in 1:n)

{

for(i in Sta[r]:Sto[r])

{

# TIMES MODEL

t[i]<-log(ST[i])

t[i]~dnorm(mu[i],tau.T)

mu[i]<-alpha[1] + alpha[2]*PPSind[i,1] + alpha[3]*PPSind[i,2]

+ alpha[4]*PPSind[i,3] + alpha[5]*PPSind[i,4]+ alpha[6]*PPSind[i,5]

+ alpha[7]*CancerType[r] + bT[r,1]

# MARKOV MODEL

Pind[i,1:7] ~ dmulti( P[i, PPScur[i], ], 1)

# transition probabilites: P[] trans prob, q[] trans intensity,

# ST[] sojourn time

P[i,1,1] <- exp(-(q[r,1,2]*ST[i]))

P[i,1,2] <- C112[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,1,2]*ST[i]) + C212[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,2,3]*ST[i])

P[i,1,3] <- C113[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,1,2]*ST[i]) + C213[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,2,3]*ST[i])

+ C313[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,3,4]*ST[i])

P[i,1,4] <- C114[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,1,2]*ST[i]) + C214[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,2,3]*ST[i])

+ C314[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,3,4]*ST[i]) + C414[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,4,5]*ST[i])

P[i,1,5] <- C115[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,1,2]*ST[i]) + C215[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,2,3]*ST[i])

+ C315[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,3,4]*ST[i]) + C415[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,4,5]*ST[i])+

C515[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,5,6]*ST[i])

P[i,1,6] <- C116[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,1,2]*ST[i]) + C216[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,2,3]*ST[i])

+ C316[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,3,4]*ST[i]) + C416[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,4,5]*ST[i])+

C516[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,5,6]*ST[i]) + C616[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,6,7]*ST[i])

P[i,1,7] <- C117[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,1,2]*ST[i]) + C217[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,2,3]*ST[i])

+ C317[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,3,4]*ST[i]) + C417[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,4,5]*ST[i])+

C517[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,5,6]*ST[i]) + C617[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,6,7]*ST[i]) +

C717[r]*exp((-1)*0*ST[i])
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P[i,2,1] <- 0

P[i,2,2] <- exp((-1)*q[r,2,3]*ST[i])

P[i,2,3] <- C223[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,2,3]*ST[i]) + C323[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,3,4]*ST[i])

P[i,2,4] <- C224[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,2,3]*ST[i]) + C324[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,3,4]*ST[i])

+ C424[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,4,5]*ST[i])

P[i,2,5] <- C225[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,2,3]*ST[i]) + C325[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,3,4]*ST[i])

+ C425[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,4,5]*ST[i]) + C525[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,5,6]*ST[i])

P[i,2,6] <- C226[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,2,3]*ST[i]) + C326[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,3,4]*ST[i])

+ C426[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,4,5]*ST[i]) + C526[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,5,6]*ST[i])+

C626[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,6,7]*ST[i])

P[i,2,7] <- C227[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,2,3]*ST[i]) + C327[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,3,4]*ST[i])

+ C427[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,4,5]*ST[i]) + C527[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,5,6]*ST[i])+

C627[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,6,7]*ST[i])+C727[r]*exp((-1)*0*ST[i])

P[i,3,1] <- 0

P[i,3,2] <- 0

P[i,3,3] <- exp((-1)*q[r,3,4]*ST[i])

P[i,3,4] <- C334[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,3,4]*ST[i]) + C434[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,4,5]*ST[i])

P[i,3,5] <- C335[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,3,4]*ST[i]) + C435[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,4,5]*ST[i])

+ C535[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,5,6]*ST[i])

P[i,3,6] <- C336[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,3,4]*ST[i]) + C436[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,4,5]*ST[i])

+ C536[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,5,6]*ST[i]) + C636[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,6,7]*ST[i])

P[i,3,7] <- C337[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,3,4]*ST[i]) + C437[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,4,5]*ST[i])

+ C537[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,5,6]*ST[i]) + C637[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,6,7]*ST[i]) +

C737[r]*exp((-1)*0*ST[i])

P[i,4,1] <- 0

P[i,4,2] <- 0

P[i,4,3] <- 0

P[i,4,4] <- exp((-1)*q[r,4,5]*ST[i])

P[i,4,5] <- C445[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,4,5]*ST[i]) + C545[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,5,6]*ST[i])

P[i,4,6] <- C446[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,4,5]*ST[i]) + C546[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,5,6]*ST[i])

+ C646[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,6,7]*ST[i])

P[i,4,7] <- C447[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,4,5]*ST[i]) + C547[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,5,6]*ST[i])

+ C647[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,6,7]*ST[i]) + C747[r]*exp((-1)*0*ST[i])

P[i,5,1] <- 0

P[i,5,2] <- 0

P[i,5,3] <- 0

P[i,5,4] <- 0

P[i,5,5] <- exp((-1)*q[r,5,6]*ST[i])

P[i,5,6] <- C556[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,5,6]*ST[i]) + C656[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,6,7]*ST[i])
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P[i,5,7] <- C557[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,5,6]*ST[i]) + C657[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,6,7]*ST[i])

+ C757[r]*exp((-1)*0*ST[i])

P[i,6,1] <- 0

P[i,6,2] <- 0

P[i,6,3] <- 0

P[i,6,4] <- 0

P[i,6,5] <- 0

P[i,6,6] <- exp((-1)*q[r,6,7]*ST[i])

P[i,6,7] <- C667[r]*exp((-1)*q[r,6,7]*ST[i]) + C767[r]*exp((-1)*0*ST[i])

} # end loops through all the row of data

C112[r] <- q[r,1,2]/(q[r,qmat[1,1],(qmat[1,1]+1)] - q[r,1,2])

C212[r] <- q[r,1,2]/(q[r,qmat[2,1],(qmat[2,1]+1)] - q[r,2,3])

C113[r] <- (q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3])/prod(q13bot1[r,])

C213[r] <-(q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3])/prod(q13bot2[r,])

C313[r] <-(q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3])/prod(q13bot3[r,])

C114[r] <- (q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4])/prod(q14bot1[r,])

C214[r] <- (q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4])/prod(q14bot2[r,])

C314[r] <- (q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4])/prod(q14bot3[r,])

C414[r] <- (q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4])/prod(q14bot4[r,])

C115[r] <- (q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5])/prod(q15bot1[r,])

C215[r] <- (q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5])/prod(q15bot2[r,])

C315[r] <- (q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5])/prod(q15bot3[r,])

C415[r] <- (q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5])/prod(q15bot4[r,])

C515[r] <- (q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5])/prod(q15bot5[r,])

C116[r] <- (q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6])/prod(q16bot1[r,])

C216[r] <- (q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6])/prod(q16bot2[r,])

C316[r] <-(q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6])/prod(q16bot3[r,])

C416[r] <- (q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6])/prod(q16bot4[r,])

C516[r] <-(q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6])/prod(q16bot5[r,])

C616[r] <- (q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6])/prod(q16bot6[r,])

C117[r] <-

(q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q17bot1[r,])

C217[r] <-

(q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q17bot2[r,])

C317[r]<-

(q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q17bot3[r,])
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C417[r] <-

(q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q17bot4[r,])

C517[r]<-

(q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q17bot5[r,])

C617[r] <-

(q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q17bot6[r,])

C717[r] <-

(q[r,1,2]*q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q17bot7[r,])

C223[r] <- q[r,2,3]/(q[r,qmat[2,2],(qmat[2,2]+1)] - q[r,2,3])

C323[r] <- q[r,2,3]/(q[r,qmat[3,2],(qmat[3,2]+1)] - q[r,3,4])

C224[r] <- (q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4])/prod(q24bot1[r,])

C324[r] <- (q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4])/prod(q24bot2[r,])

C424[r] <- (q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4])/prod(q24bot3[r,])

C225[r] <- (q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5])/prod(q25bot1[r,])

C325[r] <- (q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5])/prod(q25bot2[r,])

C425[r] <- (q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5])/prod(q25bot3[r,])

C525[r] <- (q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5])/prod(q25bot4[r,])

C226[r] <- (q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6])/prod(q26bot1[r,])

C326[r] <- (q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6])/prod(q26bot2[r,])

C426[r] <- (q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6])/prod(q26bot3[r,])

C526[r] <- (q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6])/prod(q26bot4[r,])

C626[r] <- (q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6])/prod(q26bot5[r,])

C227[r] <- (q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q27bot1[r,])

C327[r] <- (q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q27bot2[r,])

C427[r] <- (q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q27bot3[r,])

C527[r] <- (q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q27bot4[r,])

C627[r] <- (q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q27bot5[r,])

C727[r] <- (q[r,2,3]*q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q27bot6[r,])

C334[r] <- q[r,3,4]/(q[r,qmat[3,3],(qmat[3,3]+1)] - q[r,3,4])

C434[r] <- q[r,3,4]/(q[r,qmat[4,3],(qmat[4,3]+1)] - q[r,4,5])

C335[r] <- (q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5])/prod(q35bot1[r,])

C435[r] <- (q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5])/prod(q35bot2[r,])

C535[r] <- (q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5])/prod(q35bot3[r,])

C336[r] <- (q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6])/prod(q36bot1[r,])
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C436[r] <- (q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6])/prod(q36bot2[r,])

C536[r] <- (q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6])/prod(q36bot3[r,])

C636[r] <- (q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6])/prod(q36bot4[r,])

C337[r] <- (q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q37bot1[r,])

C437[r] <- (q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q37bot2[r,])

C537[r] <- (q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q37bot3[r,])

C637[r] <- (q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q37bot4[r,])

C737[r] <- (q[r,3,4]*q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q37bot5[r,])

C445[r] <- q[r,4,5]/(q[r,qmat[4,4],(qmat[4,4]+1)] - q[r,4,5])

C545[r] <- q[r,4,5]/(q[r,qmat[5,4],(qmat[5,4]+1)] - q[r,5,6])

C446[r] <- (q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6])/prod(q46bot1[r,])

C546[r] <- (q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6])/prod(q46bot2[r,])

C646[r] <- (q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6])/prod(q46bot3[r,])

C447[r] <- (q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q47bot1[r,])

C547[r] <- (q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q47bot2[r,])

C647[r] <- (q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q47bot3[r,])

C747[r] <- (q[r,4,5]*q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q47bot4[r,])

C556[r] <- q[r,5,6]/(q[r,qmat[5,5],(qmat[5,5]+1)] - q[r,5,6])

C656[r] <- q[r,5,6]/(q[r,qmat[6,5],(qmat[6,5]+1)] - q[r,6,7])

C557[r] <- (q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q57bot1[r,])

C657[r] <- (q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q57bot2[r,])

C757[r] <- (q[r,5,6]*q[r,6,7])/prod(q57bot3[r,])

C667[r] <- q[r,6,7]/(0 - q[r,6,7])

C767[r] <- q[r,6,7]/( q[r,qmat[7,6],(qmat[7,6]+1)] - 0)

# exponential regression

for(k in 1:6){

q[r,k,(k+1)] <- q0[k,(k+1)]*exp(B[k,(k+1)]*CancerType[r] + bT[r,2])

}

} # end loops through the patients of the data

#########################################
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W[1,1]<-mean(P[1:r,1,1]) # r is the number of rows of data = 14378

W[1,2]<-mean(P[1:r,1,2])

W[1,3]<-mean(P[1:r,1,3])

W[1,4]<-mean(P[1:r,1,4])

W[1,5]<-mean(P[1:r,1,5])

W[1,6]<-mean(P[1:r,1,6])

W[1,7]<-mean(P[1:r,1,7])

W[2,2]<-mean(P[1:r,2,2])

W[2,3]<-mean(P[1:r,2,3])

W[2,4]<-mean(P[1:r,2,4])

W[2,5]<-mean(P[1:r,2,5])

W[2,6]<-mean(P[1:r,2,6])

W[2,7]<-mean(P[1:r,2,7])

W[3,3]<-mean(P[1:r,3,3])

W[3,4]<-mean(P[1:r,3,4])

W[3,5]<-mean(P[1:r,3,5])

W[3,6]<-mean(P[1:r,3,6])

W[3,7]<-mean(P[1:r,3,7])

W[4,4]<-mean(P[1:r,4,4])

W[4,5]<-mean(P[1:r,4,5])

W[4,6]<-mean(P[1:r,4,6])

W[4,7]<-mean(P[1:r,4,7])

W[5,5]<-mean(P[1:r,5,5])

W[5,6]<-mean(P[1:r,5,6])

W[5,7]<-mean(P[1:r,5,7])

W[6,6]<-mean(P[1:r,6,6])

W[6,7]<-mean(P[1:r,6,7])

Z[1,2]<-mean(q[1:n,1,2]) # n is the number of subjects = 856

Z[2,3]<-mean(q[1:n,2,3])

Z[3,4]<-mean(q[1:n,3,4])

Z[4,5]<-mean(q[1:n,4,5])

Z[5,6]<-mean(q[1:n,5,6])

Z[6,7]<-mean(q[1:n,6,7])

#########################################

# priors
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# TIMES

tau.T~dgamma(0.01, 0.01)

sig.T<-1/sqrt(tau.T)

for(i in 1:p){

alpha[i]~dnorm(0, 1.0E-6)

}

# MARKOV

for(k in 1:6){

q0[k,(k+1)] ~ dgamma(0.01,0.1)

B[k,(k+1)]~dnorm(0,0.001)

}

# JOINT

for(i in 1:n){

bT[i,1:2]~dmnorm(mu0[], Smat.bT[,])

}

mu0[1] <-0

mu0[2] <-0

Smat.bT[1:2,1:2] ~ dwish(R[,],2) # Wishart prior on precision matrix

R[1,1] <- 1

R[1,2] <- 0

R[2,1] <- 0

R[2,2] <- 1

Sigma2.bT[1:2,1:2] <-inverse(Smat.bT[,]);

sigma.bT[1]<-sqrt(Sigma2.bT[1,1]);

sigma.bT[2]<-sqrt(Sigma2.bT[2,2]);

c <- Sigma2.bT[1,2] / (sqrt(Sigma2.bT[1,1])*sqrt(Sigma2.bT[2,2])) # correlation

} # end model
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